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摘    要

        介绍了 HL-1M 托卡马克装置八发弹丸发射器的研制和加料实

验主要结果。该发射器采用原位冷凝技术分别在八支枪管中生成弹

丸。弹丸的名义尺寸（直径 1.0 mm，1.4 mm和 1.2 mm）由枪管内

径限定。弹丸长度由改变枪管的温度梯度和控制注入丸料气的用量

来调节。弹丸由 2～6 MPa 高压氦气推动，加速到 200～1200 m/s
的速度通过真空发射线发射进入 HL-1M 真空室。该发射线由两极

真空差分扩散室、限流导管及快速关断阀组成。此外在该发射线上

还装有弹丸速度和形状测量仪以进行工程参数监测。该发射系统自

1996 年起在 HL-1M 装置进行了广泛而深入的加料物理实验。报道

了包括等离子体密度的峰化和约束的改善；弹丸穿透深度和锯齿活

性的抑制；边界流动速度及流动方向的变化以及 弹丸消融云的拍

摄及消融特性分析等典型的实验结果。
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ABSTRACT

        An Eight-shot Pellet Injection (EPI) system has been proposed and developed
in collaboration between STU (St. Petersburg State Technical University) of Russia
and SWIP.  In the EPI, the “In-situ” condensation technique was used to produce the
pellets in eight gun barrels respectively. The nominal pellet size (diameter of 1.0 mm
and of 1.4 mm or 1.2 mm) is limited by the gun barrel inner diameter. The pellet
length is adjusted by changing the “gradient temperature” on the gun barrels and the
amounts of filling fuel gas. Pellets are fired at speed range of 200～1200 m/s by He
propellant with pressure of 2～6 MPa and then transferred to HL-1M vessel through
an injection line that consists of two set of differential vacuum pumped chambers
and guide tube combined with fast valves. In addition, this unit is equipped with
diagnostics for pellet velocity and shape measure. The EPI has installed on HL-1M
since 1996 for the multi-shot pellet fueling experiments. The typical characteristics
including the peaked density profile and improved confinement, the deep penetration
and suppression of soft X-ray sawteeth, the variance of rotation and flow of plasma
in edge region as well as the photographing of pellet ablation clouds are presented.



      INTRODUCTION

        The density profile control and confinement improvement in tokamak is one of
the most important issues for nuclear fusion study. Recent years pellet injection has
been developed rapidly and used widely in fusion physics experimental studies [1～7].
Pellet fueling has the advantage over the gas puffing in deposition of the fuel
particles in the plasma core, production of peaked density profile and improving
confinement plasma. It is an important operation mode for the future fusion reactor
in production of more peaked density profiles and higher fusion reaction rate.
        In order to master this technique and to study the pellet ablation process in
plasma, since 1980’s pellet injection has been developed in SWIP. A Single
pneumatic Pellet Injector (SPI) was built and installed at HL-1 tokamak for
preliminary pellet fuelling experiment in 1992[8]. The typical characteristics with
pellet fuelling plasma were observed. However the experimental results shown that
single pellet injection could not meet the requirements of experimental study, the
multi-shot pellet injection is necessary for further study. Thereupon, an Eight-shot
Pellet Injection (EPI) system have proposed and developed under collaboration
between St. Petersburg State Technical University (STU) of Russia and SWIP.  The
EPI was installed at HL-1M (the Modification of HL-1) tokamak for multi-shot
pellet fueling experiments in 1996[9].
        In this paper the construction, performances, operation characteristics and
measurment of engineering parameters of EPI are introduced in section 2; the
fuelling experimental setup is given briefly in section 3; the experimental results
with multi-pellets fueling at the HL-1M tokamak is described in section 4; and the
summary is presented at the end of the article.

1    THE EIGHT-SHOT PELLET INJECTOR

        In this program the design of injector was still based on the “pipe gun” due to
its simple structure and lower consumption of liquid helium (LHe). The function of
EPI is intended to fire up 8 solid H2 or D2 with different size and arbitrary time
interval between each shot. The designed parameters are as follow:
        Pellet size: cylinder Φ1.0 mm × 4 barrels; Φ1.4 mm × 4 barrels;
        Pellet velocity: 700～1200 m/s;
        Shot interval: arbitrary for each gun barrel;
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        Consumption of LHe: less than 6 L/h.
1. 1    The Structure and Characteristics of EPI
        The EPI system consists of five parts: cryogenic supply loop, cryostat with
eight gun barrels, fuel and propellant gas supply, differential pumping station with
diagnostics, control unit.
 

Fig.1  The main schematic view of EPI
    1—— Injector gun assembly;  2——Gate valve 1;  3——Diagnostic station with light barrier 1;  4——Gate

valve 2;  5——Guide tube;  6——Diagnostic station with light barrier 2 and CCD camera;  7——High vacuum

chamber;  8——Torus interface valve;  9——Prime vacuum tank.

        The main construction and operation principle of EPI is similar to the SPI, but
there are some different characteristics between injectors of the both devices:
        (1) In EPI the 8-pipe gun assembly are axially arranged around and contacted to
the center-freezing unit (cryogenic heat exchanger) with eight screws.
        (2) In the gun assembly, the pellet gun breech and the gun barrel is made of an
integrated stainless steel tube. The 8-pellet guns are composed of two size tubes, one
with length of 225 mm (inner diameter of 1.0 mm) and the other of 270 mm (inner
diameter of 1.4 or 1.2 mm). A small segment (called freezing cell) of each gun is
bronze to an OFHC copper block in which a thermoresistor is inserted to measure
the temperature, as shown in Fig. 2.

HL-1M
plasma

1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9
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Fig.2  The schematic of 8-pipe gun assembly

        In the gun assembly 8-blocks are tightly contacted to the heat exchanger with
indium pieces by screw, so the temperature of each freezing cell is uniform. The
pellet position in gun assembly is 8 mm away from the propellant fast valve (FV).
The 8-gun barrels are curved first and then become parallel in the last 100 mm and
through a small connecting ring with 8-holes and sealing rubber, then inserted into a
common short guide tube (GT1) with 6.5 mm I.D. This tube is also used to admit the
fuel gas to enter into the 8-reezing cells for producing pellet and pump out the
residual fuel gas after the pellet forming and is aligned with  the pellet injection line
center.
        (3) For cooling of freezing unit (cryogenic heat exchanger) the freezing
medium flow was supplied from a large LHe Dewar vessel with volume of 250 L by
a flexible LHe transfer tube. There is a feed back control system in this unit used to
adjust the flow rate of freezing medium by change the pressure in the Dewar vessel
through an electric heater. The power of electric heater is feed back controlled by
thermoresistor installed in freezing unit. So the temperature of freezing cell could be
easily stabilized and controlled. The freezing medium is a mixture of liquid and
gaseous helium flow and always keeps fluid state during operation phase.
1. 2    Engineering Test and Modification of EPI
        Though the EPI is simple in structure and convenient for operation, but the
technology of producing and firing of pellet is difficult to manage. In passed five
years we have made a series of engineering test and some modifications on this

LHe

Propellant fast

valve × 8

Cryogenic heat

exchanger
Pellet gun

assembly × 8
First guide
tube GT1
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device. Some experiences in combination of freezing (Tc) and firing temperature (Tf),
fuelling pressure (pf) and freezing time has been obtained. Tc and Tf are important
parameters in order to reduce the consumption of LHe and the vacuum loading in
injection line. The Tc of 7.5～8.5 K and Tf of 9.0～9.5 K, freezing time of 2～3 min
are better for making and firing the pellet. When Tc is too low, it would not only
waste a lot of Lhe, but also the barrel is blocked up by the pellets; as  a result, the
pellet can not be fired or would be delayed to be fired (over than tens milliseconds).
If the Tc is higher than 10.5 K some pellets slide out from barrels automatically
when opening the gate valve 1 (GV1) to evacuate out the residual fuel gas. Both
above situations are defined as failed firing in pellet fuelling (PF) experiments.
        A combination model with the accuracy amount of admitting fuel gas and the
temperature gradient control on the both side of freezing cell is chosen to adjust
pellets length. The former is realized by adjusting the accuracy pressure of fuel gas
in a fixed box (0.125 L) and the latter is obtained by control the heat power of the
heaters installed on the gun barrels and breech.
         In the early PF experiments when large (1.4 mm) pellets injected into HL-1M
plasma the large perturbation of plasma density Ne usually appear, so the risen of Ne

cann’t be measured sometimes. The two small guns (0.9 mm and 1.0 mm I.D.)
always cann’t fire pellet. In 1999 we
changed these gun (0.9 mm and 1.0
mm, and 1.4 mm×4) with new six-
guns assembly (1.2 mm I.D.). When
we disassemble the original gun
assembly the section deformation has
been formed in the gun barrel that
located in the hole of the small
connecting ring. This is the main
reason of failure injection with small
pellet gun. The engineering parameters
(speed and size of pellets) are
monitored by a diagnostic unit
consisted of a Light-Barriers Velocity-Meter (LBVM) and a CCD camera as shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig.3  Schematic of diagnostic unit
    and the light barriers array

2
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Fig. 4  The tyoical measured results for pellet velocity Vp

The the last pellet (up) Vp is 917 mm/s. The first pellet (barrel No. 5)

(down)Vp is 550 m/s. The distance of two LB is 2.2 m.

              Fig. 5  Typical photographs of flying pellets with gun heating

   (up)  and without heating of gun (down)

        In the early phase (1996～1998) the LBVM consisted of optic pairs (light
emitting diode and photo diode). It usually worked in trouble since its space blind
area and inherent low sensibility and low anti-interference ability. In order to
increase detection sense the LBVM has been replaced by a new one consisted of two
light fiber arrays and semi-conductor lasers. The fiber array were arranged in a row;
the distance between two light barriers is 2200 mm; and the signals of the second
light barriers are used to trigger the CCD camera. The sensor area of each fiber is Φ
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0.4 mm and the protection shell is 0.15 mm so the minimum detectable size for
pellets is 0.3 mm. Once the pellet pass through the second light barriers the CCD
camera can capture it and take a photograph. The typical results for pellet
diagnostics are shown in Fig. 4 and in Fig. 5.
1. 3    Engineering Results of EPI
        The EPI was extensively tested and installed at HL-1M tokamak. The final
technical parameters of EPI are as follow:
        Pellet size: Φ 1.0 mm×2 barrels, Φ 1.2 mm×6 barrels;
        Pellet velocity: 200～1200 m/s with 2～6 MPa He propellant;
        Cycle time: ～5 min.
        Fired interval for each pellet: arbitrary with programmer pre-setting.
        After above series engineering test and some modification the repeatability and
reliability of EPI obviously rised in pellet forming and firing. Good pellets are
produced and launched with a probability of higher than 90%. The EPI system has
installed at HL-1M and successfully fired up to 8-pellets in one tokamak discharge.

2    PELLET FUELING EXPERIMENT SETUP

        The HL-1M is a circular cross section tokamak with R=1.02 m, a＝0.26 m, Bt

≤3 T, Iｐ≤320 kA. In Pellet Fueling (PF) discharges the device operated in
following range:  Bt＝2～2.6 T, Iｐ＝100～200 kA, Ne= 0.3～3.0×1019 m-3, Te(0)

＝600～1000 eV. During pellet injection the gas puffing was shutoff, so the plasma

Fig. 6   Experimental set-up and the viewing chords of the main diagnostics

performance is concerned with the pure pellet fuelling. The main diagnostics for PF

SX detector array

Hα emission detector array
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discharges at HL-1M are the 6-channel of HCN interferometer with the 20-channel
PIN diode array for Soft X-ray（SX）and 20-channel PIN diode array for Hα of
pellet ablation, a CCD camera for pellet ablation cloud photographing. The monitor
of the SX, the Hα and CCD camera are located at same poloidal section with pellet
injecting port (Fig. 6).

3    FUELING EXPERIMENT RESULTS

3. 1    Density Peakednees and Confiniment
       The peaked density profile and improved confinement is the typical feature of
PF discharge. It strongly depends on the wall recycling conditions of HL-1M and
pellet injection parameters.
        After wall conditioning with siliconization and helium glow discharge cleaning
the HL-1M wall is very clear (loop voltage VL<0.3 V). Although only in this
situation the HL-1M device can accept up to 8-pellets injection, but the drop
followed the rise of ne after each pellet injection is fast in about 25 ms. The increase
of densityne was not distinguished due to low wall recycling and large firing
interval. Usually the plasma-stored energy Wdia less than 3.5 kJ and confinement
time τe less than 16 ms are obtained in these shots.
         For  HL-1M vessel the inner surface were covered with graphite tile by about
6%. With increment of discharged shot the graphite tile become a new gas source,
which deduced the wall recycling increment and the background ne were raised
automatically. So the density evolution of PF plasma in high recycle is different
from in the low recycle, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7   Three pellet injected in HL-1M with high wall recycling condition
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        During the first pellet injection the density rise sharpened up to the first
maximum value of ne1max and decreased in each chord. In the outer region (Ch-6,
r=15 cm) the drop of ne (in 10 ms) followed by a slowly rise (in 15 ms) up to second
maximum value ne2max (ne2max＜ne1max) then slowly decrease again. In center region
(Ch-2, r=0 cm) the density decreased a bit in 5 ms, then kept flatten in 15 ms and
slowly decayed. In the high field region (Ch-1, r=-6 cm) the ne decreases
continuously.
        During second and third pellet injection, in center region (Ch-2) the ne(o) rised
with longer time and reached to second maximum value (ne(o)2max ＞ne(o)1max). The
facts that the ne(o) keeps nearly flatten value or has ne(o)2max in center Ch2, but keeps
still in tip shape in Ch-1, the neCh1≥neCh2＞2neCh6  the density peaked factor more than
2, the appearance of second rise of ne in Ch6 even in Ch-2 are the characteristics of
PF discharges in high recycling condition. The continuous drop (drift to low field
region) of ablation particles in high field region (r=-6 cm), combining with the
source from high recycle of the wall, are the main reason of second rise of ne2max in
CH-6 even in Ch-2. In this shot the parameters of Wdia=6.0 kJ and the good
confinement performance are obtained, the confinement time usually 30% higher
than that of gas puffing discharges in similar average density.
3. 2   Sawteeth and MHD Activity

Fig.  8   The evolution of SX signals (up) and its Abel inversion (down)
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       Apart from the perturbation of ne introduced by PI, the SX emission and MHD
activity are greatly influenced by pellet penetration depth. The typical variance of
SX emission signals in PF discharges is shown as Fig. 8.
        As shown in Fig. 8 (a), (b) and (c), the pellet penetration depth becomes deeper
from left (a) to right(c). The ratio of the SX signals in the center chord between just
after SX(0)’/ SX(0) and just before injection is a good evidence for judge of pellet
particles deposited in the center region. In shallow penetration (a) the SX(0)’/ SX(0)
=0.8, the peaked profile of SX-intensity is nowhere high enough and the m=2 MHD
oscillation have been observed. For the situation that pellet penetration is medium (b)
SX(0)’/ SX(0)=0.55, the particles deposited outside the sawteeth reversion radius rs,
a small sawteeth oscillation have been found riding on the soft X ray signals that
limiting the density peaking degree. In central penetration (c) SX(0)’/SX(0)=0.2 the
sawteeth activity can be completely suppressed in 30 ～ 50 ms and with a
simultaneous increase of central soft X ray radiation, characterizing by a peaked
pressure profile that strongly and only around the magnetic axis (inside the rs). It
seems that the central deposition of particles is the main factor for peakedness of
density and electron pressure, the q=1 surface behaves as a transport barrier strongly
causing the density and pressure profile peak inside. In deep penetration the MHD
activity keeps also in quiescent for 30～50 ms then terminated by a large crash of
sawteeth with m=1, n=1 kink distortion in the center region. When the large (1.4 mm)
pellet injected into plasma center the Te decreased to 1/4 or 1/5 of original, the Te

profile goes flat obviously, sometimes the hollow profile can be obtained. In this
case the multi shot (interval lees than 25 ms) pellet injection always be fail due to
lower Te, and the large disruption of plasma usually take place.
3. 3   The Performances of Edge Plasma
        In HL-1M PF discharges the edge plasma density ned usually rises from 3×1017

m-3 to 6～12×1017 m-3, and the edge plasma electron temperature Ted drops from 25
eV to 12 eV. The ned and saturation ion current Ii increased strongly at the upper and
outboard side, but rose weakly at the bottom and inboard side. In high recycle
condition the increase of ned was about 3 times as in the low recycle condition that
induces the more risen of column ne.
         During pellet fueling a Mach probes were used to measure the Mach number
M of edge plasma toroidal parallel flow, the poloidal flow velocity Vpol and the
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plasma potential Vf
[9]. The typical characteristics are the very large rapid change of

Vf and the edge plasma toroidal and poloidal flow inversion. The negative maximum
value(about 11 km/s) of Vpol appears at r＝25 cm as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9    Variance of edge plasma potential Vf, radial electric-field

Er, Mach number M  and poloidal flow velocity Vpol during

Pellet  (•)   injection and MBI   (     ).

        The Vpol also have been measured from the Doppler shifts of the Hα line by
means of a high-resolution spectroscopic detector array. The measured results were
identical. These phenomena are similar to the observations on JIPP TII-U
tokamak[11].

3. 4   The Observation of Pellet Ablation Process

Fig. 10   Typical image photos of pellet cloud ablated in different region

(a),  (b),  (c) and a photo with MBI (d).

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)
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        At HL-1M tokamak a CCD camera is used to observe pellet ablation cloud in
plasma to study pellet and Molecular Beam Injection[12] (MBI) ablation process.
        Some integrated (the exposure time of CCD more than several ms) image
photos of pellet ablation cloud have been obtained (see Fig.10).
        The pellet has been broken in the edge region so the pellet ablated rate is low
the emission of Hα from ablation cloud is weak and there are only a few flash spots
in this photo [Fig.10 (a)]. An integrated pellet injected with lower velocity (about
200 m/s); it only deposited in outer region (usually outside of q=2 surface). In this
situation the ablation cloud is in circular shape (b). An elongation cloud along the
toroidal magnetic field line and the inclination angle of pellet ablation cloud with
respect to the torus vessel midplane are clear (c). At HL-1M the ablation region of
pellets are monitored also by the Hα and SX measuring array. For the large
integrated pellet (barrel 4#) injection the image of cloud always keeps integrated and
valuable shape. However, in this large pellet injection the density increase is so
much and rapid that the signals of interference stripe usually lose, so the risen of Ne

in central chord is hard to measure.
        In the deep pellet penetration crossing the q=2 surface toward the plasma center,
the elongation shape of pellet ablation cloud along the local magnetic field direction
(thus forms an in situ field line map) is formed[13]. In order to confirm that the
inclination of pellet clouds presented the local magnetic field direction truly in HL-
1M, the photos with inverted toroidal magnetic field were obtained in Fig. 11.

    

Fig.11 Typical photos of  pellet ablation clouds for five-times exposure (5×0.5 µs)

It is clear that the inclination of  pellet clouds invert with inverted toroidal magnetic field
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        In the MBI discharges, the pattern of the photograph always keeps same [see
the Fig.10(d)] even though the toroidal field direction inverted. Although the
ablation mechanism and the photo shape of MBI are not completely understood now.
Comparing the Fig.10 (b) with (d), the photo shape of MBI is consistent with
deposition region of MBI in the plasma.
        By means of reducing interesting region and multi-times exposure of CCD
camera, a time-integrated CCD image of pellet ablation cloud has been obtained (see
Fig.12) for observing the pellet ablation process in detail.

Fig. 12  Time-integrated CCD camera image with ten-times exposure
(exp. 0.1 µs. and interval 35 µs) (Shot 6161, Ip=150 kA, Bt=2.5 T,

  <ne>=1.3×1013 cm-3 and VP=690 m/s) of pellet ablation cloud

        As mentioned above the inclination angle of pellet ablation cloud presented the
local magnetic field direction i.e. the in situ field line map of Bθ. In Fig.12 the
several filament ablation clouds and its inclination angles have been measured
directly. The small variance of inclination angle of the clouds at different minor
radius r of plasma is presented. According to the define of q(r), once the accurate
position of each filament ablation cloud in the minor radius (r) of plasma determined,
the value of q(r)(q＜2) for cycle section machine HL-1M could be estimated.
        This estimation of q(r) in HL-1M plasma must have inherent error due to the
less observation angle (13.4°) of CCD camera. In next step, increase the view angle
for the camera or use two CCD cameras to observe the ablation processes from
different direction, the accurate results of q(r) would be obtained.
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4    CONCLUSION

        (1) The pneumatic EPI have been developed and the multi-barrels pellet
injector is suitable for the tokamak device with several seconds discharges for pellet
fuelling experiments.
         (2)  The operation conditions of the injector in controlling the temperature and
the temperature gradient of freezing unit and pressure of filling gas and propellant
etc. are important for pellet forming and firing successfully.
        (3) At HL-1M just after wall discharge cleaning the device can receive
continuous 8-pellets injection in proper scope of launching interval.
        (4) The discharges with good confinement are obtained with three-pellet
injection and high wall recycling condition at HL-1M. The deep pellet penetration
plays an important role in improved confinement.
        (5) The photographing with CCD is a good way to investigate the pellet
ablation process in detail.
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